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REPORT ON THE TRAINING OF HAND IN HAND TEACHERS
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE TRAINING FOR

IMPROVEMENT OF LEARNING OF HAND IN HAND STUDENTS

 Introduction – Designing of their training –Training given – Full
details of the training – Assessment of their training – Suggestions
on how to make an effective use of their training – Hand In Hand
as a model NGO educational institution – Conclusion

Introduction
Ten teachers from Hand In Hand organization were given a comprehensive

training from 15th to 22nd March, 2005 by Isai Ambalam School teachers in the
alternative and innovative educational methods used by them in their school.
The trainees were:  Rex, Rajendiran, Rajavelan, Shankar, Bhagaya Sheela,
Mythili, Sumathi, Bhavani, Bhuvaneswari and Nathiya.  The trainers were:
Subash, Lourdes, Kavitha, Shankar, Stella, Nirmala, Vasantha Rani and Vijaya.
Main highlight of this training was that all the 10 trainees were fully involved in
learn-ing all the aspects associated with the 6 methods for which they were
trained.  The entire staff of Isai Amabalam School found this involvement highly
commendable. Apart from this the trainees were also trained to introspect
themselves to find out what they needed in themselves for using these methods
effectively for the Hand In Hand students and how they should approach the task
of acquiring those things.

Designing of their training
The principle used for designing their training was the same used by NCERT

(National Council of Educational Research & Training) of New Delhi for training
teachers in an experimental program called Zero Lecture Programme.  The
program’s approach to training was integral.  In the same way the training of
Hand In Hand teachers was comprehensively designed.  Right from the
beginning, – that beginning was not in Auroville but in Kancheepuram itself when
they were given an Education By Design challenge on their training ! – when they
were ‘hooked’ to the content of their training and without their being aware of it,
they started to look at their training in an involved and integral manner, so that
their physical, emotional/ social, mental and spiritual parts participated
harmoniously in the learning process.  That is, in the course of tackling their
challenge when in Kancheepuram and under the guidance of Rex when in
Auroville, they worked out their training schedule in such a way that their
material, emotional, mental and spiritual needs were met in the course of
training.

Their training consisted of the following:  what the child learns from any
learning activity, how that learning activity can be designed so that learning that
issues out of it is imprinted in the mind of the child, what the innovative and
effective new educational methods are, how they can be implemented in the
classroom context, what kind of learning environment needs to be built in the
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classroom so as to allow such a learning to take place, what skills and qualities
the teacher should acquire so as to make an effective use of these methods and
also to enable the child to continue its learning with interest and joy forever.

Particulars of the training given to the trainees
The Hand in Hand trainees were trained –
a)  In designing learning activities by doing which the children can acquire the

intended competencies at their level;
b)  In the use of Glenn Doman method for imparting reading skills in Tamil

and English, and General Knowledge to the children;
c)  In the use of Multi Grade Multilevel Study Cards method for the primary

level students to learn their subjects by themselves;
d)  In the use of Audio Tape method to enable the students to learn English

easily and with joy;
e)  In designing language games by playing which the students can easily

and joyously acquire the 4 basic language skills and essential grammar skills;
f)  In the use of Education By Design method for enabling the students to

acquire not only academic knowledge but also some 8 life-skills like problem-
solving, organization, communication etc. and psychological qualities like self-
learning capacity, curiosity, collaboration etc.;

g)  In the usefulness of Phonic Sounds method for making the task of learning
to read English easier for the children;

h)  In assessing themselves to find out what knowledge, skills and qualities
they need to acquire for making effective use of these methods.

Full details of their training

15.3.05 (Tuesday):  Acclimatization of the trainees and introduction
to training

They acclimatized themselves to the learning atmosphere of the school on
the first day.  Subash conducted both the sessions today.

11.15 AM to 1.15 PM:  Hand In Hand trainees gave a short performance on
how they solved the challenge on their training given to them at Kancheepuram.
Questions were put to them by Subash so that they reviewed what skills they
acquired after solving the challenge.

2.30 PM to 6.00 PM:  All the trainees and Vijaya, Gregoria, Malar and Tamil
Vani of Isai Ambalam School were the participants in this session.  It was on the
competencies to be acquired by a primary student and on designing learning
activities for the students to acquire those competencies.

In this session the participants were made to think about what the children
acquired by way of learning.  The participants learnt to think of this learning in
terms of knowledge, competencies, life-skills and psychological qualities.  Then,
Subash gave them a general idea of the competencies to be acquired by a
primary student and of learning activities designed so that the students acquire
some of these competencies.  Then the participants were formed into 4 groups
and each group was to create learning activities for primary level competencies.
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All the groups were given the books on the Primary level competencies and
asked to identify a tough portion, preferably from the 3rd, 4th or 5th standard level
competen-cies, which the primary students normally find difficult to learn.  Then
they were asked to design learning activities for them to learn it.  It was
suggested to them that the activities should be such that first the students should
comprehend the subject matter and then to assimilate it in the mind.

Each group selected one competency as followed:  Bhuvaneswari,
Rajendiran, Mythili (Listening skill in an unknown context); Shankar, Sumathi,
Bhagaya Sheela (Earth’s gravity); Nathiya, Rajavelan, Bhavani (Functioning of
the heart); Isai Ambalam School teachers (Difference between Land, Water, Air).

Listening skill group had taken up three trees – coconut, palm and areca nut
trees, and explained how they grew up in a different manner with different ways
of water and other nutrient intake.  Each member of the group did it by enacting
the role of one tree.  Gravity group demonstrated the force of gravity acting on all
the objects.  Heart group, even though they had designed the learning activity in
the form of a drama in which the heart itself explained with actions how it
functioned, was not able to play the drama because of uncontrollable laughter
coming from within Rajavelan.  Land, Water, Air group explained orally how they
would do their teaching for this.

16.3.05 (Wednesday):  First phase of training in Glenn Doman, Educa-
tion By Design and Audio Tape with Language Games methods.

Nathiya, Bhagya Sheela, Sumthai:  9.15 AM to 12.30 PM:  They observed
how the Glenn Doman reading class was conducted.  They also observed the
teaching learning materials prepared and used by the teachers for this purpose.
They also learnt how the teachers were using the library books for it.

1.30 to 2.30 PM:  They started the preparation for practising Glenn Doman
method in imparting General Knowledge.  They selected interesting G.K. topics
and gathered information on them. Stella and Vasantha Rani, by taking turns,
were in charge of the training of these 3 trainees.

Bhuvaneswari, Mythili, Bhavani, Shankar, Rajendiran, Rajavelu, Rex:  9 AM
to 12.30 PM.:  They observed how the Education By Design and Audio Tape
methods were used for the Young Adults.

1.30 to 2.30 PM:  They prepared an Audio Tape story.  Kavitha and Nirmala,
by taking turns, were in charge of the training of these 7 trainees.

All the 10 trainees:  2.30 to 4.30 PM:  All the teachers of Isai Ambalam School
also participated in this session.  Subash explained the developmental concepts
of Glenn Doman on which he had based the working of his method.  Glenn
Doman had formed these concepts by observing the development of thousands
of children from their 1st to 72nd month and recording their different levels of
growth of some six different competencies in each successive month.  Those six
competencies are –  visual, hearing, tactile, mobility, speech and manual.  He
discovered that more stimulus a child got for pursuing a particular kind of activity
sooner the compe-tency pertaining to that activity developed in them.  He also
discovered that a child’s comprehensive development depended on its ability to
perform all its normal activities without fail and acquiring all the competencies
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appropriate at that age.  A chart containing the details of growth in each of the six
competencies at 7 different stages was given to each of the participants.  This
session was very interesting and absorbing for all the participants.

17.3.05 (Thursday):  First phase of training in Multi Grade Multi Level
Study Cards method. Second phase of training in Glenn Doman, Educa-
tion By Design and Audio Tape with Language Games methods.

Bhagya Sheela, Nathiya, Sumathi:  9 to 10.30 AM:  They prepared charts with
the information gathered on Wednesday and also word cards containing words
pertaining to the topics selected by them.  Stella guided them.

Bhuvaneswari, Mythili, Bhavani:  9 to 10.30 AM:  They observed the learning
of English and Tamil languages in the primary section called Narmadha group,
where the Multi Grade Multi Level Study Cards method was used.  Shankar
guided them.

Rex, Rajendiran, Rajavelan, Sankar:  9 to 10.30 AM:  They observed how the
Education By Design method was used in the Young Adults class.  Kavitha and
Nirmala, by taking turns, explained different aspects of this method.  The trainees
learnt how to approach the use of this method; how the challenges were
designed; how they were based on knowledge standards which included the
subject content to be learnt as well as the skills content to be acquired by the
learners; what final product form in which they should express their tackling of
the challenge; and what procedure should be followed by the students to tackle
the challenge.

Bhagya Sheela, Nathiya, Sumathi, Bhuvaneswari, Mythili, Bhavani:  11 AM to
12.30 PM and 1.30 to 2.30 PM:  They observed in depth how Mathematics and
Environment Science topics were learnt by the students in Narmadha group.  In
Mathematics class they learnt how outdoor math games were organized.  In
Environment class they saw how the students were gathering information on the
topics they were learning, how they were using that information in their
discussion and how they were conducting their discussions.  Shankar and Vijaya,
by taking turns, were in charge of these 6 trainees.

Rajendiran, Rajavelan, Sankar:  11AM to 12.30 PM and 1.30 to 2.30 PM:
They learnt how the student’s learning was evaluated when Education By Design
method was used for learning any topic.  In the after-lunch session, they
recorded the text prepared by them on the Audio tape.  Kavitha and Nirmala, by
taking turns, were in charge of these 3 trainees.

All the trainees and all the teachers of Isai Ambalam School: 2.30 to 5.30 PM:
Lourdes conducted this session.  In this session all the participants learnt to
design several different kinds of language games for the learners to learn specific
English language skills.  Lourdes taught them to design 4 language games.
Then the participants themselves created 10 language games.  They were all
amazed by their discovery that they themselves were able to create several
original language games.
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18.3.05 (Friday):  Third phase of training in Glenn Doman, Education
By Design and Audio Tape & Language Games methods.  Second phase of
training in Multi Grade Multi Level Study Cards method.

Bhagya Sheela, Nathiya, Sumathi:  9.15 to 10.30 AM: They learnt to use the
Glenn Doman method for imparting reading skills and also for imparting General
Knowledge.  They learnt how to show the flash cards to the children by actually
doing it; and how to conduct the General Knowledge class for the children by
actually using the teaching materials prepared by them on the previous day and
explaining to the children.  Stella and Vasantha Rani trained them in turns.

Bhavani, Bhuvaneswari, Mythili:  9.15 to 10.30 AM:  They learnt how to give
extra practices in language learning, how to organize indoor and outdoor games
and integrate them with the subject content.  Shankar and Vijaya trained them in
turns.

Bhagya Sheela, Nathiya, Sumathi, Bhavani, Bhuvaneswari, Mythili: 11 AM to
12.30 PM and 1.30 to 2.30 PM:  All of them examined in detail the Tamil and
Mathematics study cards. They did so by observing how, for reaching a
milestone, that is, acquiring a particular competency, different kinds of learning
activities were given in sequence and how the students were enabled to do them.
In the Environment Science class they learnt how the students were enabled to
conduct experiment by themselves and to get the needed information that were
not in the textbooks.  Shankar and Vijaya guided them in turns.

2.30 to3.30 PM:  All the 6 trainees observed how the primary level children
were conducting banking functions based on classroom activities and how
interest-ing and useful they were.  Then they watched a CD on enabling children
to practice crawling and creeping activities.

Sankar, Rajendiran, Rajavelan:  9 to 10.30 AM:  They learnt how to plan an
Audio Tape method class.  That is, they learnt how to select the right kind of
story, what language skills the students should acquire from that story, what
language games need to be designed for them, how to organize the class to play
these games and acquire these skills, and how to evaluate the learning.

11 to 12.30 AM:  They learnt to create several challenges from the 4th, 5th and
6th level subjects for using in the Education By Design method.

1.30 to 2.30 PM:  They learnt in detail about 8 skills and 6 psychological
qualities that the students could acquire when Education By Design method was
used.  They also learnt to evaluate whether or how far the students had acquired
the intended skills and psychological qualities. Kavitha and Nirmala, by taking
turns, were in charge of these trainees.

2.30 to 3.30 PM:  They prepared 7 language games for the Audio Tape story
prepared by them.  Nirmala assisted them in this session.

All the trainees:  3.30 to 5.15 PM:  All the trainees watched the two video CDs
on Teaching Babies to Read and on Imparting General Knowledge to Children,
describing Glenn Doman method.

19.3.05 (Saturday):  Training in designing learning activities for the
primary level competencies.
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All the trainees:  9.30 to 10.45 AM:  They watched the CD on Best Teacher
from the point of view of children.  Then they watched children practicing crawling
and creeping activities on the mattresses on the school floor.

10.45 to 11.45 AM:  The 3 groups of trainees were doing their homework on 3
different activities assigned to them by their trainers.

11.45 AM to 1 PM:  Their trainers reviewed their homework.
1.30 to 3.30 PM:  Subash conducted his workshop for all the trainees on

designing learning activities for those competencies that were tough to learn.  A
detailed discussion of these tough competencies took place and learning
activities were designed for them.

3.30 to 5 PM:  All the trainees visited Visitor’s Center and then Matrimandir
premises.  Vijaya accompanied them.

5.30 to 8 PM:  Lourdes gave all of them a demonstration on how educational
CDs could be put to use for children learning their subject content.  He also
explained in detail the basic computer skills needed by the teachers for this
purpose.  Without exception all the trainees were amazed by the use potential of
the computer for the learning purpose.

20.3.05 (Sunday):  Last phase of training in Multi Grade Multi Level
Study Cards method.   Exposure to Phonic Sounds method.

Bhagaya Sheela, Sumathi, Nathiya, Bhuvaneswari, Bhavani, Mythili:  10.30 to
11.30 AM:  They learnt in detail about the system of assessment of learning in
Multi Grade Multi Level Study Cards method.  Shankar conducted this session.

11.30 AM to 1 PM:  They watched several educational CDs on the computer
for helping the students to comprehend the subject.  Shankar showed them the
contents of the CDs on the computer.

Rajendiran, Rajavelan, Shankar:  10.30 AM to 12 noon:  They created the
knowledge learning standard, product, duration, procedure, skills to be acquired
and quality criterion for the product for the 3 challenges out of 4 created by them.
Kavitha guided them in these activities.

12 Noon to 1.30 PM:  They completed the language games preparation for
the story they created and also prepared an evaluation format for evaluating the
language skills learnt by the students.  Nirmala guided them in these activities.

All the trainees:  2 to 4.15 PM:  They learnt in detail about the use of Phonic
Sounds method.  Vasantha Rani and Stella conducted this session.

4.15 to 8 PM:  All the trainees went to Pondicherry and visited Sri Aurobindo
Ashram, Manakkula Vinayakar Temple and Sunday market.

21.3.05 (Monday):  Training in Self-assessment and self-development.

9.30 AM to 12.30 PM:  All the trainees were given a long questionnaire whose
purpose was to assess their teaching knowledge and skills.  All of them
answered each question in detail.  They finished it before tea break.  After tea
break a detailed discussion based on their answers took place.
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1.30 to 3.30 PM:  A detailed discussion took place on what they should do to
acquire the knowledge and skills which they have in deficient quantity or fully
lack.  During the discussion they became aware of the need for self-development
of themselves and drawing a self-development program for that purpose.  Then a
brief workshop on the principles behind any successful self-development prog-
ramme was conducted.  Subash conducted both these sessions.

22.3.05 (Tuesday):  Assessment of their training, writing a report of
it and planning for the future.

All the trainees evaluated their training and wrote a report of it.  They also
planned their future course of activities.  Rex presided over this work.

In the afternoon there was a very brief session conducted by Subash on how
to make one’s psychological self-assessment in detail.  Subash gave them
another detailed Self-assessment chart.  They filled up this chart and it enabled
them to evaluate themselves in terms of (1) Energy needed for their self-
development, (2) Direction or clarity of their vision, (3) Organisational capacity
they had to plan this, (4) the Knowledge and Skills they needed for this, and (5)
Psychological Attitudes needed to help their self-development.

At the end of the training a training certificate was issued for each trainee.  A
model imaginary self-development plan was also given to each of them along
with the certificate

Assessment of their training
Apart from learning the 5 methods in which they were given specific training,

they also learnt about the spiritual method called consecration: offering the
important work activities of the day to the Divine, practised by Isai Ambalam
School teachers every day.  Along with them, the trainees also participated on
their own in the practice in all these 8 days and they found it uplifting.

Further it was fantastic that all the 10 participant trainees were totally involved
in their training.  It was the first time we in Isai Ambalam School saw such an
unflagging attention by all the trainees to what they were learning and such a
diligent use of time for completing their training tasks.  We express our heart-felt
commendation for their eager and total involvement in their learning.  Once again
we feel that they are capable of evoking the same involvement in learning in their
students.

During the training they have learnt what the 6 educational methods are and
how to implement them.  They have learnt that all these methods are to enable
the students to acquire all the necessary preschool or primary or secondary level
competencies.  They have learnt that all these methods enable the students
acquire life-skills, psychological qualities and precious values.  They have also
learnt how they themselves can design learning activities for the students to
acquire the competencies intended from those learning activities.  Above all they
have learnt that these methods encourage and enable the students to learn by
themselves.  They have also become aware of the necessity of a kind of
continuous self-improvement of themselves for fulfilling their task.  They have
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eagerly expressed their willingness to start that process.  All this has resulted in a
tremendous aspiration and subsequent motivation emerging from the trainees.

Suggestions on How to make an effective use of their training
This aspiration and motivation need to be sustained.  This can be done only

when they continuously put into practice what they have learnt during training.
They need to know and do more to put these methods in practice so that their
students really accomplish.  For this to happen continuously, a sustained help will
be needed by them.

So first we have listed below several things that are absolutely essential for
them to acquire.  Then along with each item in the list we have given our sugges-
tions on how these essentials can be acquired.

The foremost need for all the members of the education team,
whether it be teachers, coordinator or officer, is to develop a habit of
thinking only in terms of the learners, that is, the students of various
categories in Hand In Hand, — Olle primary level, Poongavanam resi-
dential elementary level and Transit Schools secondary level
students, — what they have learnt every day or every week, what
difficulties in learning they have faced in that week, how to remove
those difficult-ties and whether they have been overcome, what is the
special nature of each learner and how that uniqueness can be
developed.  Every week they should cheerfully announce in their
inset or teachers’ meetings every achievement or accomplishment of
their students in that week.

 List of essential things to be acquired:
1.  They need to know the present learning level of the students.  They should

be taught what kind of assessment they should use to find it out.
2.  They need to know how to design a tentative learning program for each

child so that it can learn from its existing learning level.
3.  They need to know what all the 663 competencies are at the primary level

and what the most important competencies are at the preschool level.
Then they need to know what learning activities are to be given to the

students to acquire specific competencies.
4.   For the implementation of the learning programs, they need to know the

right mix of teaching by the teacher, self-learning by the learner and the different
methods to acquire the competencies decided upon in the learning programs,
and use it.

5.  They need to know how to organize the classroom activities.
6.  They need to learn how to tackle the difficulties they may face when imple-

menting the learning program.
7.  They need to know how to monitor the implementation of learning

programs every week:  how to organize the sharing of their experiences with
other team members and get the needed help on time.
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8.  They need to know how to maintain an individual portfolio for each
student: what should be in it; who are responsible to maintain it; how it can be
used for the student’s progress.

9.   They need to know how to tackle the difficulties arising when creating the
learning environment in the classroom.

10.  They need to know how to encourage students take to self-learning.

Our suggestions for meeting these needs:
The foremost suggestion is that it is preferable that some one

competent person is fully in charge of meeting these needs.  That is,
that competent person should be involved only in the achievement of
the educational objectives of both the students and teachers, and
should not be diverted from this focus by other non-productive and
time-wasting routine administrative matters.  At least for the first one
year this requirement is a must.  To the extent the teachers learn to
act according to the learning needs of the students in a resourceful
and wise manner achieving their intended objectives to that extent
then the necessity of this requirement will diminish.  Rex may
presently serve very well the role of such a competent person.

1.  They need to know the present learning level of the students.
They should be taught what kind of assessment they should use to find
it out.

a.  To design at each level simple sample question papers in all the subjects
(Tamil, Math, English, Science, Social Science) and test the students with them.

b.  To observe the students for one or two weeks and decide how far one is
able to follow each subject.

c.  To design a comprehensive sample question paper covering the basic
level competencies in all subjects and test the students with it.

With his experience in education and designing curriculum, Rex can
design an evaluation format and assist the teachers in using it for this
purpose.

2.  They need to know how to design learning programs for each
child so that it can learn from its existing learning level.

Steps in designing and implementing learning programs for the students:
a.  To design learning programs for 4 or 5 students at different levels for a few

weeks and implement them.
(i)    The learning program should start from their existing learning level.
(ii)  It should contain maximum subject content the student can learn from that

level, say in a month.
(iii) To enable the student to understand the program and get his/her consent.
(iv)  To persuade the student take responsibility of completing the program.
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(v)  To provide him/her with help whenever needed so that the student’s
enthusiasm and energy do not drop.

b.  On the basis of that experience to design learning programs for all the
students.  Generally a primary class of 20 students will have 3 different levels of
learning and hence it may be that designing just 3 broad learning programs might
be sufficient.  Students under one broad learning programs may have particular
difficulties and aptitude, and those particular things and aptitude can be taken
into consideration and learning activities can be included in those broad
programs as particular programs for these particular students.

Again Rex can teach the teachers how to design initial learning
programs for some students and how to implement them.  Later, with
experience, teachers can do it themselves.

3.  They need to know what all the 663 competencies are at the
primary level and what the most important competencies are at the
preschool level.

To become aware of all the 663 competencies, each teacher can draw
time-bound self-learning program for that purpose.  If necessary each of
them can be provided with a list of all the 663 competencies.

Then they need to know what learning activities are to be given to
acquire specific competencies.

For learning to design learning activities for each of these competen-
cies, again they can work out a schedule.  If one teacher is assigned to
one grade that teacher can know what learning activities are needed for
all the competencies at that level.  If one teacher is assigned one
subject for all the 5 levels, say English or Social Science, that teacher
should know what learning activities are needed for all the competen-
cies in that subject for all the 5 levels.

Apart from this, Kalpana Madam’s friends can help them periodically
(say once in 3 months) in learning to design learning activities for the
tougher part of the competencies in all the subjects.  If a system can be
devised whereby these friends can know regularly, say every week, what
difficulties arose in that week for what competencies and then suggest
solutions for the removal of the difficulties at the earliest, say through
e-mail, it would facilitate the matter to a great extent.

(Kalpana Madam’s friends: Sudha for Math, Divya for English and
Social Science, Revathi and Mangala Iyer for Tamil, Mayuri for Science,
Mangala Iyer and Latha for preschool level can conduct workshops for
the teachers on these subjects. When needed they can organize a
comprehensive one-day workshop once every 3 months.)

4.   For the implementation of the learning programs, they need to
know the right mix of self-learning by the learner, teaching by the
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teacher, and the different methods to acquire the competencies
decided upon in the learning programs, and then to use it.

The awareness of all the competencies can help in a big way to know
what method they can select, how many different competencies they
can include in it and how long it can take for the students to acquire
those competencies using that method.  After using one or two Audio
Tape with Language Games methods and one or two Education By Design
methods, and then evaluating the result in terms of knowledge content,
life-skills and psychological qualities, the teachers themselves will be
able to find out the right mix.  Rex and the competent persons in the
teachers’ team can facilitate the teachers in fulfilling this need.

5.  They need to know how to organize the classroom activities.
Organisation of classroom activities involves:
a.  Classroom furniture arrangement according to the learning activity or need

at the moment.
b.  Resource material availability for the learning activity at the moment.
c.  Book corner or Learning corner.
d.  Display boards.
e.  Classroom decoration and beautification.
f.   Cleanliness.
g.  Availability of learning materials needed to encourage and enthuse self-

learning of the students.

With 3 to 4 weeks of experience in organizing the classroom activities
in all these respects, the teachers can do it effortlessly.

6.  They need to tackle the difficulties they may face when imple-
menting the learning program.

The difficulties teachers may face in implementing the learning program are
given below along with the suggestion how they can be tackled and with whose
help –

a.  Getting the correct resource
Bhagya Sheela can be in touch with what is going on in each class-

room and find out the appropriate resource for the teacher.  A system
of library book distribution can be created whereby Bhagya Sheela can
be in the library for a specific time for book distribution or collection,
and rest of the time she can give to other library jobs and to interact
with the teachers inside the classroom or in their inset meetings.  When
purchasing books she can be assisted by the teachers in choosing the
right resources either for themselves or for the students.

b.  Getting that resource on time
Rex and Bhagya Sheela together can work this out.
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c.  Knowing whether the child has understood the subject or
acquired the competency intended.

By impromptu oral queries it can be ascertained whether the child
has understood the subject content.  To ascertain whether the child has
acquired the competency various means are to be used.  Test, peer
assessment, self-assessment, oral questions, simple written question
format are all some of the means.  Kalpana madam’s friends can suggest
many ideas from their long experience.

d.   Getting the time needed for the child to acquire the compe-
tency or all the competencies.

Each teacher can tackle this only through experience.  If the student
is encouraged to own responsibility for completing his/her learning
program then the student will tackle it by himself/herself.  This is the
ideal solution.

e. Removing the learning difficulties faced by the child immediate-
ly or within a day or two.

Teaching organization to effectuate this is to be decided by the
teacher’s team and this task can be presided over by Rex.  The teaching
organization decided upon can deal with it class-wise or subject-wise
and on particular days in a week.  Any easy system of recording the
student’s difficulties and their removal will be very helpful.  A visit to a
group of primary schools called Thulir in Latheri village in Vellore
District can be helpful for this purpose.  The specialty of these schools is
that they use only joyous learning methods for teaching the entire
primary syllabus to their students within the prescribed time.

f.  Assigning homeworks (what kind of homework, how to motivate
the child in completing them)

Rex and Kalpana madam’s friends can help them in deciding what
kind of homework.  Each teacher has to maintain his/her relation with
the students in such a way that they are always motivated to complete
them.

7.  They need to know how to monitor the implementation of
learning programs every week:  how to organize the sharing of their
experiences with other team members and getting their help.

1.  Inset (in-service-training) sessions for each level or each subject
once a week and presided by a competent person from among them.

2.  Weekly planning in this meeting, evaluation of the implementa-
tion of previous week’s plan

3.  Weekly meeting presided by Rex or Kalpana madam with a clear-
cut agenda.
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8.  They need to know how to maintain an individual portfolio for
each student: what should be in it; who are responsible to maintain it;
how it can be used for the student’s progress.

A student’s portfolio should contain – 1. Student’s biodata; 2.  Student’s
learning program; 3.  Difficulties faced by the student in his/her learning; 4.
Student’s creative productions; 5.  Student’s special interest or faculties and how
they are getting expressed; 6. Teacher’s suggestions or feedback or remarks; 7.
Parent’s feedback or remarks;  8. Student’s feedback or remarks;  9. Student’s
suggestions for his/her learning.

It should be noted that the maintenance of the portfolio should be made a
joint responsibility of the teacher and the student;

Rex can help the teachers create a standard procedure for maintain-
ing the student’s portfolio.  One thing to be remembered is that the
portfolio is just a tool in enabling the students and teachers to become
aware of the progress of the students in their learning, and decide the
future course of learning based on that awareness.

9.   They need to know how to tackle the difficulties arising when
creating the learning environment in the classroom.

Classroom duties and responsibilities are to be decided by the
students themselves and they can be helped in that process by the
teachers. A system of implementation of the schedule should be
established with the help of teachers.

10.  They need to know how to encourage students take to self-
learning.

This encouragement can be given by —
a)  Enabling the students to prepare a checklist for learning.
b) Teachers preparing a checklist for completion of the learning by

the students.
c)  Encouraging students to maintain a journal regarding their learn-

ing, the difficulties faced by them and tackling of them.
d)  Teachers themselves maintaining a journal of their own.
e)  Encouraging willing students to set self-improvement objectives,

plan and work for their achievement and succeed in them within a
specific time.

f)  If possible and if necessary, teachers themselves embarking on a
self-improvement program which in a subtle way can help immensely the
self-learning of students.

Hand In Hand as a model NGO educational institution
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Hand In Hand can become a model NGO educational institution if it is able to
redefine its vision for each of its educational units, – Olle Primary School,
Poongavanam Residential School and Transit Schools, –. such that the vision
becomes more comprehensive. Instead of looking at the aims of these units
merely in terms of joining the mainstream schools or of completing the formal
school syllabus, it can try to set comprehensive objectives for each unit from an
assessment of the learning potentials of the students of each unit.  With the
assistance of Rex the concerned teachers themselves can do such an
assessment of the students.  And the very process of this assessment can bring
about a closeness and empathy between the teachers and the students.  Of
course, joining or continuing in the academic mainstream can form an essential
part of these objectives.  Then the training received by the staff from Isai
Ambalam School can be fully and effectively utilized for achieving them.  When it
so happens then Hand In Hand will not only be innovative but also achieve much
more for the future of their students.  With its committed and inspiring CEO and
Director, with the knowledgeable and experienced friends of the Trustee and with
the energetic and willing staff, Hand In Hand organization can realize this great
potential.

Rex, Bhagya Sheela and the staff for the residential students can play
a special role in this process.

Rex can coordinate the entire spectrum of academic activities of all
the units.  He has admirable organizing and inspirational skills.  All the
suggestions given in the earlier section involve lot of organization by the
teachers and between the teachers.  Rex can help all the teachers in
their organizing process and he can also facilitate their effort in putting
their organization into effective practice. Further he can enable them to
acquire this as their own skill.  He can organize workshops for them
whenever needed coordinating with the right kind of resource persons
like Kalpana Madam’s friends.  He can procure the right resources need-
ed by them.  He can enable them to acquire rapidly a student-centred
approach and thinking.  He can help them, with full understanding, to
know and use the right mix of learning practices mentioned earlier for
the students.

Bhagaya Sheela can become a creative librarian.  She can create and
organize special activities and programs to cultivate and improve
reading skills both in the students and the teaching staff.  (We have
enclosed two photocopied copies of a sample book of activities, READING
FUN, which she can use for creating and organizing them.  From Kalpana
madam’s friends she may acquire more such resource materials.)  If she
can add computer-related skills to her repertoire of library skills, she
can do wonders in providing right help to the teachers on time.  If she
creates a self-improvement program for herself to acquire the necessary
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skills it will be of immense use to the teachers who can be grateful
towards her for ever.

To achieve all these, she should allocate sometime to remain in each
classroom and observe the needs of both the students and teachers.  If
she has the necessary resource books in her library she should make
them available to that teacher.  She can also foresee the necessity of
resource books that are not there and make efforts to get them.  She
should identify reading materials for the students such that they are
graded, from the most simple to the comparably more difficult books.
They should be available in both the languages, Tamil and English.

Further she should become familiar with an important resource base
— computer educational CDs that can be used for the learning from the
preschool to higher secondary levels and the use of Internet for access-
ing the needed resources.  Kalpana Madam’s friend and headmistress of
Headstart School in Chennai, Sudha Madam, can be of great help to her
in getting all the useful and effective educational CDs.  When she
acquires good Internet browsing skills to find out the needed informa-
tion, she can train the teachers to acquire the same.  When, at some
time or other, the absolute necessity for rapidly achieving the
educational objectives of the students emerges and the means to
achieve them like computers become accessible in increasing numbers,
then she can utilize all the computer skills acquired by her and channels
the use of those computers for the students and teachers.  Kalpana
Madam and Rex can foresee such a situation, and they can take
necessary steps to prepare Bhagaya Sheela for this purpose.  Isai
Ambalam School will be happy to do whatever it can to provide Rex and
Bhagya Sheela with all the informational and other kinds of help in this
regard.

Last, the present trainees should put their training in practice.  That
is, they should actually use the methods they have learnt in Isai
Ambalam School, and enable all the teachers involved with the educa-
tion of Hand In Hand students to learn what they have learnt here.  That
is, they should train the other teachers, who have not come to Isai
Ambalam School for training, in these methods.  (In Isai Ambalam School
only two teachers were trained by Lourdes in the use of Audio Tape with
Language Games method, and only from them Kavitha and others got
trained in using it.)  They should make a time frame within which all of
them should become quite good in using the methods appropriate to the
learning needs of the students.  Once this happens, say in 3-4 months,
then they can become trainers to those who feel the need of alternative
education for their students and come to Hand In Hand to learn about it.
When they manage to organize the task of providing this help then Hand
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In Hand can ride with sure steps on its way to becoming a model NGO
educational institution.  We in Isai Ambalam School wish that it happen
soon.

Conclusion
India is in need of educating a very large number of learners, who are like the

freed child labourers presently taken care of by Hand In Hand.  If they are to join
the national mainstream activities for the country’s rapid develop-ment, it is
absolutely essential that they acquire an urge for progress, a confidence that
they can acquire the necessary competencies and skills, a capacity to embark
upon a program of self-learning and self-development and successfully
implement it.  Formal education alone is not sufficient for them to acquire it.  The
kind of approach, learnt by Hand In Hand teachers in Auroville, has every chance
of achieving it.  When it manages to utilise this chance successfully, then it can
be a model for several such organizations striving for the development of this
kind of learners.  We wish Hand In Hand all success in this effort.

NO NO NO NO NO NO

Appendix One:  Education By Design method challenge for Hand In Hand
teachers given on Saturday, the 12th March, 2005.

TRAINING WITH JOY AND WITHOUT STRESS,
IS IT POSSIBLE ?

A meeting is going on in the Hand In Hand organization.  The teachers who
are going to Auroville to get training and the teachers who are going to learn from
them after they return are all sitting in a circle.  Rex is sitting at one edge.  All of
them are waiting for Kalpana Madam to come.  Talks turn towards the forth-
coming training in Isai Ambalam School.

Bhuvaneswari:  We are going for 7-days training in Pondicherry.  We can go
to Beach, Bharathi Park, Lake Estate, Aravind Ashram. Hayya !

Gomathi:  Last time I saw a lot of leather goods workshops near Isai
Ambalam School.  This time I want to see how they are manufacturing leather
goods.

Sekar:  “Thiruppaachhi” film is shown in Balaji theatre in Pondy.  My friend
said it is the biggest theatre in the whole of Asia.  They have DTS facilities.  I
think we are going to stay in Pondy.  Shall we go to Balaji theatre one day ?

Rajathi:  Giriyakka has invited me for her sister-in-law’s marriage on 18th

March.  I want to see the jewels she will be wearing.  I want to see whether her
sister is wearing Autograph saree and whether it is matching for her.

Usha:   Will we have time to see all these things ?   We have to learn all the 6
methods.  If they also give homework what shall we do ?
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Rex:  Leave all that to me.
Hemalatha:  Sir, are you also coming with us ?
Rex:  Let us first concentrate on learning all those methods and making real

intelligent human beings out of our students.
Bhuvaneswari:  Oh, my, we have to be serious all the time there.  All the time

thinking about training.  Oh, no jolly at all.
Kamalbai:  Will we be able to learn all the methods in 7 days ?
Kalyani:  They are all the time with the children.  Will they be able to give

training appropriate to our level ?
Senthil Kumar:  Nirmala sister, Shankar brother, Kavitha sister, Stella sister,

Vasanthi sister, Vijaya sister – they all answered all our questions clearly so that
we could understand them very well.  Subash Sir also would have told them
clearly what would be important to us.  Why should we worry about it ?

Poongodi:  How can we make the children what we ask without beating them.
If we don’t beat them they will only climb on our head !

Executive officer, Kalpana Madam enters the office.  Everyone becomes
quiet.  She sits on the other edge of the circle and starts speaking:  “Friends,
Greetings to all of you.  We have 600 students who had been child labourers and
whom we have rescued.  This includes Irular caste children also.  All these
children should live their future life with knowledge, strength, love, skills and
should live joyously.  Here we have to enable them to acquire all the skills
needed to live such a life.  Even when they turn 100 they should express with
grateful emotions that my present joy is mainly due to the Hand In Hand teachers
who gave me education when I was with them.  You are all going to learn how to
make them such citizens from Kavitha, Shankar, Stella, Nirmala, Vasantha Rani,
Vijaya, Gregoria, Malar, who are going to give you the necessary training.  They
can allocate only 7 days for that training.  When they give that training, their
students should not at all feel, ‘Oh, my teacher is not helping me.  What is this ?’.
Keeping this in mind, can you get trained without wasting a single minute, without
hindering the learning of any of their students ?  Can you do it ?  Can you do that
with joy ?  Can you prepare a training plan for these 7 days ?”

All those present were moved by Kalpana Madam’s words and said in one
voice:  “We will prepare such a joyous training plan and get training accordingly.”

What was that joyous training plan ?
What was the training schedule

prepared by the teachers ?
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Appendix Two:  Questionnaire for the trainee teachers to assess themselves
what skills and capacities they have for their teaching work.

What Have I Learnt ?
What Can I do ?

1.  What are the educational methods used in Isai Ambalam School ?
2.  Which of them do you like ?
3.  Which of them do you want to use for your students ?
4.  What are your thoughts on how to use them ?
5.  What do you want your students to be in future ?
6.  Who are those students ?  How can they grow towards that in future ?
7.   What should you do for them to grow like that ?
8.  What should their parents do for them to grow like that ?
9.  What should the school do for them to grow like that ?
10.  What skills do you have to help them in that growth ?
11.  What skills do you need which are absolutely essential and which you do

not have now ?
12.  To what extent should your Tamil language skills improve ?

a)  Can you write in Tamil without a single mistake ?
b)  Do you like reading Tamil poetry ?  Do you understand them ?
c)  Do you know all the basic Tamil grammar items ?  Can you enable

your students to learn them ?
13.  To what extent should your English language skills improve ?

a)  How many English words are very essential for all to know ?  How
many of them do you know ?

b)  Are you able to understand when people speak in English ?  To what
extent are you able to understand ?

c)  Are you able to pronounce English words correctly ?  When you are not
able to pronounce some words correctly, do you practice pronouncing it so that
you become able to do it correctly ?

d)  Do you read English stories or novels or articles ?  Are you able to
understand them ?  How many English stories do you read in a week and how
many pages in a week ?

e)  Can you write on your own short English sentences (with 3, 4 or 5
words) without a single grammar mistake ?

f)  Can you write on your own long English sentence (above 5 words)
without a single grammar mistake ?

14.  To what extent should your Mathematics skills grow ?
a)  Can you do mentally problems in addition, subtraction, multiplica-tion

and division ?
b)  Do you know very well the multiplication table upto 16 ?
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c)  Can you do life problems in Math quickly ?
d)  Do you know algebra very well ?

14.  To what extent should your skill in science subject should grow ?
a)  Do you have the habit of checking whether the information got by your

are correct ?
b)  When you hear about scientific discoveries, animals, things, machines

does your mind raise question like what, why or how ?  Do you try to find
answers to those questions ?

c)  When the students do not understand any science subject do you try to
understand why they do not understand ?  Do you know what you should do to
enable them to understand it ?

15.  To what extent should your General Knowledge improve ?
a)  Are you interested in historical information ?
b)  Do you understand the Civics topics ?
c)  Are you interested in learning about geographical information ?
d)  Are you able to understand maps of any kind ?
e)  Are you interested in reading newspapers ?

16.  If you happen not to have some of these skills what are you going to do
to acquire them ?  How will you plan it ?

17.  After you plan, if you get favourable things to work it out can you utilize
them without delay ?

18.  What help do you expect from your working place for you to imple-ment
the plan ?  On the basis of the training you got here, can you write about them in
detail ?

19.  When you are implementing the plan, how will you know whether it is
being implemented correctly ?  How will you know whether it is producing right
kind of results ?

20.  What psychological qualities or attitudes are needed for the successful
implementation them ?  Do you have them ?
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Appendix Three:  Two charts on the process of personal growth and
accomplishment, viewed in terms of the actual process and in terms of conversion
of energy into result.  (These charts were downloaded from the Growth Online
website, and its web address is:  www.growthonline.org).

The Process of Personal Growth & Accomplishment
(Actual Process)

DIRECTION
Vision

V
Goals

V
Decision, Will, Determination

V
ORGANIZATION

— Of the details of the goals
— Of our own attitudes, skills, etc.

— Strategies
— To-dos, Plan of action

V
IMPLEMENTATION

(via high skills, positive attitudes;
determined, persevering unflagging

effort)
V

GREAT RESULTS, DELIGHT
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Process of personal growth and accomplishment!
in terms of energy conversion

 [Excess starting Energy]

DIRECTION
Vision

V
Goals

V
Decision, Will, Determination

[Excess energy directed into a!force
for accomplishment]

V

ORGANIZATION
— Of the details of the goals

— of our own attitudes, skills, etc.
— Strategies

— To-dos, Plan of action
[the force turned into a

 focused power!
for accomplishment]

V

IMPLEMENTATION
(Via high skills, positive attitudes;
determined, persevering unflagging

effort)
V

GREAT RESULTS, DELIGHT
[energy as power turned into!

substance!as great results]
V

ASSIMILATION AND INTEGRATION
— All is second nature

— Able to improve in related areas of life
— Full acceptance of related values

[Solid block of energy in him built up
!at new level of success]


